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Channel-interaction effects on the 3p-subshell photoionization of chlorine
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Photoionization cross sections and photoelectron angular distributions (asymmetry parameters)
are obtained for 3p-subshell ionization of the Cl ground state. A substantial amount of bound-state
electron correlation is taken into account through use of a multiconfiguration description of the
ground state and residual ionic core. Both independent-channel and coupled-channel final states are
used in evaluating the length and velocity forms of the dipole transition amplitudes. In the coupled-
channel case, channel interaction is included via the reaction-matrix (K-matrix) method which diago-
nalizes the total ¹lectron atomic Hamiltonian in the manifold of single-channel basis states of the
model Hamiltonian. In all of the D and P final-state channels, the photoabsorption transition
probabilities exhibit significant contributions from interchannel interaction. In determining the cross
sections for any of the S channels, it was necessary to include the low-lying 3s 3p; S bound state be-
cause of its large Coulomb interaction with the continuum of the 3p 'D,ed; S channel. The addition
of the channels which originate from a 3s ~ep transition into the set of interacting S channels near-

ly cancels the effect of the 3s 3p; S discrete state on the cross sections of both the 3p 'D,ed; S and

3p 'S,es; S channels. The asymmetry parameters for the three ionic multiplets P, 'D, and 'S all
show strong channel-interaction effects. The effects of the 3s 3p; S bound state and the
3s 3p; 'P, ep; S channels on the 'D and 'S P parameters are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of electron-correlation effects in atomic pho-
toionization has proceeded in recent years from the now
well-understood closed-shell noble-gas atoms to the less
understood and more complicated open-shell systems. Of
these open-shell atoms, chlorine has lately been the object
of numerous theoretical investigations. ' One reason for
this interest in chlorine lies in the nature of its ground
state: it lacks one outer electron of being the ground state
of the noble gas argon, which has been studied extensively.
As a number of different theories produce photoionization
cross sections in good agreement with one another and
with experiment for the noble gases, it is informative to
compare the results of these theories when they are ap-
plied to an open-shell atom which is "almost" a noble gas.

Among the various methods used in the theoretical in-
vestigations of Cl are close coupling, ' random-phase ap-
proximation with exchange (RPAE), ' R matrix, " and
many-body perturbation theory (MBPT), all of which
produce photoionization cross sections which asymptoti-
cally become similar in the region of high photon energies
(greater than about 1.4 a.u. ) but differ by substantial
amounts near the ionic thresholds. As a result of this
quantity of theoretical information, and its lack of confor-
mity, we have undertaken another calculation of the pho-
toionization cross sections and photoelectron angular dis-
tributions for ionization of the 3p subshell of chlorine, em-
ploying a different theoretical tool: the multiconfigura-
tion Hartree-Fock (MCHF) method.

Until a few years ago the MCHF had not been utilized
in photoabsorption studies, probably because quite sophis-
ticated MBPT methods had been successful in determin-
ing photoionization cross sections for rare-gas atoms, leav-
ing the impression that a technique as straightforward as
the MCHF would not be appropriate. However, Swanson

and Armstrong demonstrated that the MCHF produced
as good a description of the ground states of the noble
gases as was required for obtaining accurate photoabsorp-
tion cross sections. These ground states, used in conjunc-
tion with final-state continuum wave functions construct-
ed in a V '(ySI. ) Hartree-Fock potential, led to reason-
able values of the photoionization cross sections for all the
rare gases. Extending their V '(ySL, ) potential to in-
clude multiconfiguration descriptions of the residual ion
led to the MC V '(ySI. ) potential, which permitted
Swanson and Armstrong to incorporate many of the im-
portant final-state ionic-core electron-correlation effects in
the noble gases. The resulting MCHF calculation pro-
duced photoabsorption cross sections comparable in accu-
racy to those obtained with the RPAE and the R matrix,
even though interchannel coupling in the final state was
neglected. The application of these MCHF techniques to
the chlorine study will be discussed in Sec. II.

Perhaps the most significant single difference between
photoionization from a closed-shell rare-gas atom and
photoionization from an open-shell atom, such as
chlorine, is in the states of the residual ion which can be
produced. For example, the 3p ground-state configura-
tion for Ar+ can form only the I' I.S-coupled state. In
Cl+, on the other hand, the ground configuration is 3p
which can be coupled to form P, 'D, and 'S states. These
ionic states are mixed in the presence of the photoelectron
and the coupling between the resulting channels should be
included in the description of the final-state wave func-
tion. Several studies of chlorine photoionization have in-
dicated that this channel mixing is one of the most impor-
tant aspects of the problem. '

In the present work, we made use of the reaction matrix
(K matrix) to couple the final-state channels by diagonal-
izing the total Hamiltonian in the final state. In this ap-
proach, one obtains a basis set of final-state wave func-
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tions for the various channels employing an independent-
channel method. The K matrix is then used to construct
final-state wave functions which are eigenfunctions of the
total N-electron Hamiltonian, and which asymptotically
yield the residual-ion-plus-photoelectron systems belong-
ing to the various observed channels. The implementation
of this procedure is discussed in Sec. II B.

The channel-interaction MCHF partial and total pho-
toionization cross sections, calculated using the theoretical
procedures outlined in Secs. II and III, are discussed and
compared to other theoretical calculations' in Secs. IV
and V. The asymmetry parameter P of the differential
cross section was determined for each of the three multi-
plets of the ionic configuration Cl+ 3p in both the
independent-channel and channel-interaction approxima-
tions; these results are presented in Sec. VI and compared
with other recent evaluations. ' Considerably more detail
on all the points discussed in this paper can be found in
Ref. 10.

Label

1

2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Configuration

3s 3p P
3$ 23p 3 2P 3d 2 1S.2P

3s 3p P3d P'P
3s23p32P 3d2 ID.2P

3s 3p D, 3d23P. 2P

3$23p 2D 3d2 1D.2P

3s 3p D, 3d''F'p
3$ 3p S 3d2 P
3s3p;'P, 3d' P
3s3p' P, 3d P
3s 3p»p 3d 'S' P
3so3p "P 3d 'P
3s 3p P, 3d 'D' P

Mixing weights

0.975 016
0.098 174

—0.056 180
—0.050 942
—0.072 382

0.098 646
0.012048

—0.064 877
0.104425

—0.043 726
—0.040917
—0.008 412
—0.008 264

TABLE I. The chlorine ground-state configurations and their
corresponding mixing weights using the Condon-Shortley phase
convention.

II. STATES

In this study, we have used the MCHF to calculate the
effects of correlation in the ground state of the atom, and
in the low-lying states of the final ion. Additional inter-
channel correlation in the final state is included using the
E matrix. In this section, we describe the types of correla-
tion studied in this work.

A. Initial state

Recent photoabsorption studies by Kelly and Simons"
and by Swanson and Armstrong have shown that the

dominant ground-state correlation effects in the neighbor-
ing atom argon are those which cause virtual excitation of
a pair of 3p electrons into excited nd orbitals. In Cl, there
is the additional possibility that there are also present
single-electron excitations of the type s~d. Such single-
electron excitations are forbidden in Ar by Brillouin's
theorem, but are allowed in a non-closed-shell atom such
as Cl. Consequently, we expect that the major correlation
effects in the ground state of Cl will be included if we use
a multiconfiguration wave function of the form

~ g;) =a
~

3s 3p; P)+g gd J(n)
~

3s 3p (SL;)nd (SJLJ); )P+gc (kn)
~
3s3p;S„Lk,nd; P)-

n i,j k

+ gd' (n)
~

3s 3p, nd (S L ); P)

This form has been obtained by using orthogonal transfor-
mations such as those suggested by Froese Fischer' to
change n idnzd states into pairs of d-like pseudostates nd.
The advantage of the use of these pseudostates is that the
sums over n in (1) can be expected to be rapidly converg-
ing functions of n. In fact, as in the case of Ar, we find
that only the n =3 term need be retained in order to obtain
a reasonable description of the Cl ground state.

The wave functions and coefficients appearing in (1)
were obtained by first evaluating Hartree-Fock (HF) wave
functions for the 3s 3p; I' state using a somewhat modi-
fied version of Froese Fischer's program McHF-75.
These orbitals were then frozen, and a MCHF calculation
was carried out to determine the 3d orbitals and their mix-
ing coefficients. The resulting coefficients are shown in
Table I. Of interest are the relatively large coefficients ob-
tained for the one-electron excitations of the type s~d.
Other trial calculations were made to determine if other
configurations were of importance in describing the
ground state. All other configurations tried (including a
set which contained 4d functions also) produced mixing

Label

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Configuration

3$ 3p; 3P
3s 3p P3d 'D P
3s 23p P, 3d P;3P
3$ 23p P, 3d 'S.3P
3$ 3p D 3d 3F 3P

3s 3p 'D3d P P
3$ 3p 'S 3d P. P
3s3p P' P 3d' P
3s3p P P 3d P
3s 3p 'D; D, 3d; P
3s 3p P3d 'D P
3s 3p P3d P. P
3$o3p~ P 3
3s 3p 'D, 3d F' P
3s 3p 'D 3d P P
3$3p 'S, 3d P; P

Mixing weights

0.976003
—0.084 314

0.068 880
—0.073 718
—0.011 180
—0.061 834
—0.026 806

0.077 898
—0.041 577
—0.123 838

0.006 826
—0.007 049
—0.046 445

0.007 507
0.004 352

—0.001 390

TABLE II. The Cl+ 3p P ionic-core configurations and
their corresponding mixing weights using the Condon-Shortley
phase convention.
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TABLE III. The Cl+3p" D ionic-core configurations and
their corresponding mixing weights using the Condon-Shortley
phase convention.

TABLE IV. The Cl+ 3p,'S ionic-core configurations and
their corresponding mixing weights using the Condon-Shortley
phase convention,

Label Configuration Mixing weights Label Configuration Mixing weights

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

3$ 23p4. 1D

3$ 23p 2 3P 3d 2 3F.1D

3$ 3p P 3d2 P
3S 23p 2 lD 3d 2 1G 1D

3s 3p 'D 3d 'D;'D
3s 3p 'D 3d 'S''D
3$'3p' 'S 3d' 'D 'D
3 3 'S' S 3d''D
3s3p P; P, 3d, 'D
3s 3p 'D; D, 3d; 'D
3so3p P, 3d F; 'D
s 03p 4 3P 3d 2 3P. 1D

3s 3p 'D, 3d 'O' 'D
s 3p D3d D D

3s 3p 'D 3d 'S 'D
3s 3p 'S, 3d 'D' 'D

0.974 320
0.013 843

—0.083 155
—0.002 055

0.100073
—0.073 730
—0.031 245
—0.007 666

0.155 682
—0.015 945

0.006 729
0.006 814
0,012 664

—0.012 391
—0.046 892
—0.003 127

weights which were at least one order of magnitude small-
er than those of the 3d configurations.

B. Final-state correlations

In Ar, final-state correlations were found to play a rela-
tively minor role. The major correlation effects in the fi-
nal state were produced by correlation in the p P ionic
parent state, and these effects could be evaluated in a
straightforward way through use of the MCHF. In Cl,
the problem is much more complicated. Ionization from
the 3p subshell is likely to produce any of three low-lying
states of the parent ion: 3s 3p 'S, P, or 'D. In addition,
ionization from the 3s subshell can leave the ion in either
the 3s3p 'P or P state. Taking into account that the 3p
can ionize into either an Ed or an Es channel, and that di-
pole selection rules show that the final ion plus photoelect-
ron can be in a S, P, or D state, one finds a total of 15
possible final states:

3p P', Ed; D, 3s3p; P,ep; P

3p D,Ed; D, 3$ 3p; P, Ep; P

3p 'S,Ed; D, 3p 'D, Ed; S
3p4 1D,E$.2D 3p4 1S E$.2S

3$3p 5.3p Ep; 2D, 3$ 3p 5.3P Ep .2S

3s3p P, Ep; D, 3s3p P, Ep; S
3p P, Ed; P

3p 'D, Ed; P

3p43P, Es 2P

As in the Ar study, we evaluated correlation effects
within the p +'L parent states of the ion by using a CI
calculation based on the wave functions obtained in the
ground-state MCHF. In order to keep the types of corre-
lation included in the final state similar to that included in
the initial state, we obtained the final-state wave function

23 4. 1S
23 2 3P 3d2 3P. 1S

3s 3p D 3d
s 3p S3d

3s 3p 'D D 3d' 'S
3s 3p P3d P 'S
3s 3p 'D, 3d 'D;'S
3s 3p 'S,3d 'S;'S
3s 3p 'S

0.960 571
—0.083 280
—0.101 354

0.149 805
—0.062 243

0.017 176
0.017448

—0.015 460
0.181 497

(3)
where the

~

i,E) states correspond to single-channel states
obtained by coupling a continuum wave function calculat-
ed in a MCV '(ySI ), to a CI ionic wave function to
give a particular total S and L. The numbers i,j, etc. ,
designate all the quantum numbers involved, and H indi-
cates principal-value integration. The B/ give ~j,E) the
desired asymptotic form; that is, that it asymptotically de-
scribes a photoelectron in the jth channel. The E-matrix
elements satisfy the integral equation

K(j,E;i,E)=(j,E
~

H' ~i,E)

Ij(,E
~

H'
~

l, E')K(/, E';i,E)+g~, aE'
1

and the coefficients B; (E) satisfy the algebraic equations

g(1 imK) IBt (E)=5(j,k)— (
I

where H is the residual-interaction Hamiltonian.
The principal-value integrals in (3) and (4) are, in reali-

by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian within the manifold of
states arising from the configurations 3s 3p", 3s 3p 3d,
3s3p 3d, 3p 3d, and 3p . The mixing coefficients ob-
tained in this way are shown in Tables II—IV.

Again following the approach used successfully in the
Ar calculation, we evaluated continuum wave functions
for all the 3s 3p channels by defining a V '(ySL) po-
tential using the rnulticonfiguration ionic states obtained
above [MCV+ '(ySI. )]. As in the Ar work, terms in the
MCV '(ySL) involving products of the small weights
corresponding to configurations other than 3s 3p were
dropped. Detailed expressions for the resulting MCV
potentials can be found in Ref. 10.

All final states corresponding to a given value of total
spin, orbital angular momentum, and parity are mixed to-
gether by the Coulomb interaction. %e have evaluated
this mixing using the K-matrix approach. In this method,
the correct jth final-state eigenfunction corresponding to a
state of total-energy E can be written as' '

f ~
l,E')K(l, E';i,E)

~j,E)=g ~i,E)+g~, aE' B/(E),
I
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ty, sums over bound states and integrals over continua.
Inclusion of bound states in these expressions means that
the effects of autoionizing resonances will automatically
be included in our results.

The number of bound states included in this calculation
was determined by terminating the sum over bound states
when the difference in energy between two consecutive
bound states was less than 0.007 a.u. This corresponded
to keeping only the four lowest-energy bound states in
each channel. Contributions due to higher bound states
were included by continuum normalizing the higher bound
states using the factor

channels having a large independent-channel cross section
when the channels are coupled. Thus, the 3p~es chan-
nels had little effect on the dominant 3p~ed channels
when coupling was introduced. In addition, the rather
weak excitations of the type 3s~ep are also generally not
expected to have a significant effect on the 3p ~ed chan-
nels. The exception to this last statement occurs in the
channels having a S final state; in this case, there is an
important excited bound state 3s3p S which produces a
major perturbation in the corresponding 3p~ed channels.

III. PROCEDURE

- 1/2

E =E„
= ( —2E„)

Using the states described in Sec. II, we evaluate the
partial photoabsorption cross section to the jth channel as
a function of photon energy co, which is related to the en-
ergy E of the final state Ij,E) and the energy Ep of the in-
itial state l(; by

and beginning the continuum integration at approximately
the position of the fourth lowest-energy bound state.

The upper limit of integration in each case was chosen
by verifying that reasonable changes in these limits did not
significantly affect the values of the integrals. The upper
limits varied from channel to channel, being as low as 2.68
a.u. for the states having a 3p P core, and as high as 4.48
a.u. for some states having a 3p 'D or 'S ionic core. Be-
tween 30 and 50 values of the continuum wave functions
were used in each case.

Equation (4) is solved using a modified version of a pro-
gram of Starace. ' This program approximates X and the
matrix element of 0' by three-point quadratic functions;
the integrals can then be carried out analytically, produc-
ing algebraic equations which can be solved using stand-
ard techniques.

In setting up our K-matrix equation, we used experi-
mental energies of the 3s and 3p subshell ionization thresh-
olds. ' ' For the 3p states of Cl+, we used 0.47810 a.u.
( P), 0.52963 a.u. ('D), and 0.60356 a.u. ('S). For the
3s3p states, we used 0.90390 a.u. ( P) and 1.0040 a.u.
('P).

Because of limitations imposed by the computer used,
we were unable to couple all of the channels belonging to
each multiplet. We generally were unable to couple more
than three channels, although for the case of the S multi-

plet, we were also able to include coupling to an additional
single bound state, 3s3p S. As a result of these limita-
tions, we were, of course, able to obtain only approximate
eigenfunctions of H.

Our decisions concerning which of the many possible
channels to couple were based in large part on the results
of several calculations involving the S channels. These
studies, which we discuss in Sec. IV, offered suggestions
as to which of the couplings were the most important.
One generally accepted result which was shown to also
hold in the present case was that channels having small
independent-channel cross sections have little effect on

l

using

~J(~)= 9 ~'«o~
I (j,EIIT'"'IIA & I

' .

The total photoionization cross section at co is then ob-
tained by summing over all channels which are accessible
at the photon energy co. The operator T' " is the dipole
transition operator, which is given by

(8)
j=l

in the length gauge, and by

p.
(9)

ltd

in the velocity gauge. The reduced matrix element in (7) is
evaluated in atomic units.

We have also studied the photoelectron angular distri-
bution using the states described in Sec. II. In the case
that linearly polarized light is used, the distribution can be
described by the general formula

d (j '= " '[1+P( )P,(.-k)], (10)
dQ 4m

where cr(j, co) is the total photoionization cross section at co

corresponding to the ion being left in state j =(yJSJLJ),
P2 is the second-order Legendre polynomial whose argu-
ment is the cosine of the angle between the polarization
vector e of the incident radiation and the direction k of
the photoelectron momentum, and dQ is the solid angle
into which the photoelectron is scattered. With appropri-
ate redefinition of p and the vector e Eq. (10) also gives
the cross section in an unpolarized field, the case we stud-
ied. The asymmetry parameter p(oi) ( —1&p&2) con-
tains all of the information concerning the geometric and
dynamic properties of the initial

I yoSpLp & and final
I yISJLq, elj,'SL & states' '

I. +1. 20vr «pc@[So,Lo].P(pi)=( —1) '
o-.(,.)(~) 0 0 0

L,L'

«yJSJL, I, ;SL
I I

T'"'I lypSoLo & & y, SJL, ,jISL'l
l
T "'I Iy&oLo &*fs,s,
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FIG. 1. Photoabsorption cross sections for the 3p4'D, ed; S
channel using both the single- and coupled-channel

(3p 'D, ed; S, 3p 'S,es; S, and 3s 3p; S) final states. L, single-

channel length; V, single-channel velocity; KL, K-matrix length;
KV, K-matrix velocity.

When the wave functions of Sec. II are used, PJ is given
by the Coulomb phase shift. If one wishes to make com-
parisons with P calculated without channel coupling
(without using the K matrix), one can use (11)by replacing
the states

~
ySJ.LJ,El&, SL ) by their single-channel

equivalents, and letting PJ be equal to the Coulomb phase
shift plus the non-Coulombic phase shift induced in the
jth channel by MCV '(ySL i.

IV. PARTIAL CROSS SECTIONS

A. The S channels

In the S case, there are only four channels to be con-
sidered, and a reasonably thorough study was possible.
Our preliminary calculations, the results of Brown et al. ,
and the results of Cowan et al. ,

' showed that there is a
very strong interaction between the 3s3p; S and
3p 'D, ed; S channels. Consequently, this bound state
was included in all of the studies we made of the S chan-
nels.

In the independent-channel model, the 3s 3p; S lies
above the D ionization limit; experimentally, however, it
is found to lie at 0.390378 a.u. , which is below the energy
of the 3p 'D, 3d; S state. It was not possible in our calcu-
lation to say directly whether the configuration interaction
introduced through use of the K matrix resulted in the
3s3p; S level being shifted to its experimentally observed
position. In order to check the consistency of our wave
functions and procedure, however, we did calculate the po-
sition of the 3s3p; S state, assuming that it is interacted
only with the 3p 'D, ed; S channel. Cowan et a/. ' have
determined that this is, indeed, the dominant interaction.
In this case, the isolated resonance approach of Fano can
be employed. Using the ground-state orbitals, probably a
poor approximation, we determined the energy of the
3s3p; S state, in the absence of channel interaction, to be
0.566 119 a.u. We then coupled this state to the
3p 'D, ed; S channel, producing an energy shift to
0.418 619 a.u. , relatively close to the experimental value.

FIG. 2. Photoabsorption cross sections for the 3p 'D, ed; S
channel using both the single- and coupled-channelp, ;, p;, p;, p; P, Ep; S, and 3$3p
nal states. FL, single-channel length; FV, single-channel veloci-

ty; KFL 4, K-matrix length; KFV4, K-matrix velocity.

Results obtained by coupling the three channels
3p 'D, ed; S, 3p 'S,es; S, and 3s3p; S are shown in
Fig. 1, with results being shown for both coupled-channel
(KI. and KV) and uncoupled-channel (I and V) results.
(In this case, as in all other cases discussed below, calcula-
tions were carried out for a wide variety of approxima-
tions for the final and initial states. Details of these other
calculations and the results obtained can be found in Ref.
10. The large maxima at about 0.8-a.u. photon energy is
due to the 3s3p; S state. A similar calculation done
without the 3p 'S,es; S channel showed only minor
changes, with the main effect being near the 'S edge.

The result shown in Fig. 1 can be compared with that
obtained in a similar calculation of Brown et al, who ob-
tained a qualitatively similar result. The maximum of
their partial cross section is somewhat lower than ours,
however. This difference may possibly be attributable to
their using the experimental 3s 3p; S energy in their cal-
culation, while we used our calculated value of 0.566119
a.u.

The inclusion of the higher terms in the 3s 3p np series
greatly altered the results observed when only the 3s3p
was kept. Figure 2 shows the photoionization cross sec-
tion obtained when the 3p 'D, ed; S, 3s 3p 'P, ep; S,
3s 3p P, ep; S, and 3s 3p; S channels are coupled. It is
obvious that the effect produced by the 3s 3p +'P, ep; S
states nearly cancels that of the 3s3p; S state. Further
studies showed that it was the 3s3p P, ep; S channel
which produced almost all of this cancellation. Our con-
clusion, therefore, was that the 3s3p ep series, including
the 3s3p state, has almost no discernable effect on the
3p 'D, ed; S partial cross sections.

Although the weaker channels do not significantly af-
fect the stronger channels when channel coupling is con-
sidered, the converse is certainly not true. In the S case,
we were also able to do a fairly thorough study of the ef-
fects of channel coupling on the weaker channels. Using
the same four-channel coupling scheme as discussed in the
previous paragraph, we examined the cross sections for the
channels resulting from a 3s~ep transition; namely, the
3s 3p; P, gr; S and 3s3p,''P, ep; S channels, in order to
evaluate channel-interaction effects in the proximity of
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I8 IO

l6-

l4-
2D

12-

2-I

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 I.Q I. I I,2 l.g I.4 l.5
PHOTON ENERGY (a.u. )

FICJ. 3. Photoabsorption cross sections for the 3p P,ed; D
channel. L, single-channel length; V, single-channel velocity;
KL, K-matrix length; KV K-matrix velocity.

o,
Q5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 I. I l.2 I.'5 l.4 I.5 l.6

PHOTON ENERGY (a.u. )

FICx. 4. Photoabsorption cross sections for the 3p 'D,ed; P
channel. L, single-channel length; V, single-channel velocity;
KI., K-matrix length; KV, K-matrix velocity.

their respective thresholds. In both channels the Hartree-
Fock cross sections (length) are small at the ionic thresh-
olds, being 0.002 and 0.004 Mb, respectively, for the
3s3p; P, ep; S and 3s3p P, ep; S channels. At 0.008
Mb, the reaction matrix cross section is also small at
threshold for the 3s3p; P,ep; S channel; however, it is an
order of magnitude larger than the HF value for the
3s 3p P,ep; S channel, which is 0.06 Mb. Just above the
ionic threshold of each channel, the channel-interaction
curves increase rapidly, whereas the single-channel result
decreases to at least an order of magnitude below that of
the K-matrix values.

As a final investigation of the partial cross sections for
the S multiplet, we studied the effect of interchannel cou-
pling on the 3p 'S,es; S channel, which has small photo-
absorption cross sections in the independent-channel ap-
proximation relative to those for the 3p 'D, ed; S channel.
In this evaluation of the transition probabilities, we cou-
pled the 3p 'D, ed; S, 3p 'S,es; S, and 3s3p; S chan-
nels, along with either the 3s 3p; P, ep; S or the
3s 3p P, ep; S channel. As in the case of the
3p 'D, ed; S calculation described above, we found that
when the 3s 3p; P,ep; S channel was included, the result-
ing 3p 'S,es; S cross sections were nearly identical to the
independent-channel results. That is, once again the
3s 3p; P, ep; S channel balanced out the interaction effect
of the 3s 3p; S discrete state. Somewhat unexpectedly in
this case, it also canceled out most of the effect produced
by the 3p 'D, ed; S channel on the transition probabilities
to the 3p 'S,es; S channel. Again as in the previous

3p 'D, ed; S calculation, the 3s3p P,ep; S channel had
negligible influence on the coupled-channel cross sections.
We note that there are no published channel-interaction
cross-section values with which to compare our four-
channel evaluations for either the 3p 'D, ed; S or
3p 'S,es; S channels.

B. The P and D channels

Based on the results obtained in the S channel, it
seemed reasonable to assume that the dominant interac-

tions in the D and P channels are those between the
channels of the type 3p ed corresponding to different I.S
states of the 3p ionic core. Consequently, the only
channel-interaction effects in our calculations for the D
final state come from coupling the 3p" P, ed; D,
3p 'D, ed; D, and 3p 'S,ed; D channels. For the P final
state, the coupling considered was between the
3p P,ed; P and 3p 'D, ed; P channels.

Typical results obtained from these calculations are
shown in Fig. 3 (3p P,zd; D) and Fig. 4 (3p D, pd; P),
where one sees partial cross sections calculated both
without (L, V) and with (KL,KV) interchannel coupling.
In all cases, the MCHF initial and final states are used.

One sees that the coupled-channel results are depressed
relative to the single-channel results at the highest thresh-
old for each channel. As a consequence, the coupled-
channel results all show delayed maxima, while the
single-channel results are very near their maxima at
threshold.

These coupled-channel cross sections can be compared
with the results of Brown et al. , even though we have in-
cluded some kinds of electron correlation in the ionic state
which they have not. In the photon-energy region near
the ionization threshold for the Cl+ 3p S state, where re-
laxation effects would be expected to be most important,
the geometric mean of our curves shows excellent agree-
ment with the relaxed core curves of Brown et al. , differ-
ing by no more than a few percent (Brown et al. report
only the geometric mean of their length and velocity result
in this case). At high photon energies (at least as great as
0.90 a.u.), where we anticipate the unrelaxed core results
of Brown et al. to be more indicative of the physical pro-
cess than their relaxed core results, the geometric mean of
our coupled-channel cross sections lies within S—10 fo but
slightly below the unrelaxed curve of Brown et al. Al-
though we utilize an unrelaxed ionic orbital basis set
throughout the MCHF calculation, incorporating electron
correlation in the residual ion through a multiconfigura-
tion description of the ionic core allows for a certain
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TABLE V. The percentage difference between the length and
velocity channel-interaction cross sections for the D and P
channels at the photon energy 0.6108 a.u. (near the 3p 5 ionic
threshold).

Channe1
Brown'

Relaxed Unrelaxed Present
Results

3p P~ed; D
3p "D,ed'D
3p 'S,ed' D
3p P~ed' P

4 1D d.2P

8
11
26
22
23

9
6

26
14
22

6
17
14
4
5

'Channel-interaction calculation of Brown et al. , Ref. 5.

amount of the ionic relaxation effects to be included. This
results in the good agreement between the MCHF
geometric mean and the relaxed basis curve of Brown
et a/. for photon energies in the vicinity of the 'S ionic
threshold.

The most interesting feature of our partial cross-section
spectra in the P final state occurs in the 3p 'D, ed; P
channel; that being the sharp dip in the length and veloci-
ty K-matrix profiles (KL and KV, respectively) just above
the Cl+ 3p D threshold (0.52963 a.u. ) (Fig. 4). The ori-
gin of this feature is not clear. Subsequent to its discovery
we conducted several additional calculations, attempting
to determine if the anomaly was a product of the K-matrix
procedure. Employing fewer bound orbitals with both the
same and different energy meshes in the vicinity of the dip
produced cross-section curves qualitatively similar to the
initial ones but with varying degrees of depth and breadth.
Although it is possible that an energy mesh with a much
greater density of points in the vicinity of the 'D threshold
might eliminate this feature (such a calculation was not
feasible for us), our investigations lead us to believe that
the behavior is real. Unfortunately, Brown et ai. do not
present any cross sections below the 'S threshold, and we
are therefore unable to compare results in the region be-
tween the 'D and 'S thresholds where the dip occurs.

How our photoabsorption cross sections for the D and
P final states compare with those of Brown et al. can be

seen in Table V, which shows the relative differences be-
tween the length and velocity channel-interaction cross

sections for the two methods at the photon energy 0.6108
a.u. , just above the 'S ionization threshold (0.603 S6 a.u.).
It is clear that in this low-energy portion of the spectrum,
where a relaxed-basis calculation is expected to be more
accurate than one employing an unrelaxed basis, the rela-
tive length-velocity separation of Brown et al. is larger
than our length-velocity difference except in the
3p 'D, ed; D channel.

Unfortunately, because of the large number of channels
involved in the D and P cases, we were unable to investi-
gate the effects of the "large" 3p —+ed transitions on the
"small" 3p ~as and 3s ~op cross sections.

C. Comparison of partial cross sections with results
of other investigations

The only experimental partial photoionization cross-
section measurements extant for chlorine are some indirect
observations by Kimura et al. ' These data consist of ra-
tios of the partial cross sections for the channels possess-
ing the three ionic-core multiplets Cl+ 3p at a single pho-
ton energy: 21.2 eV 10.7791 a.u. ). Table Vl presents the
ratios of the single- and coupled-channel cross sections rel-
ative to the values for the ionic core Cl+ 3p; P, multi-
plied by the factor 1.5, in the length and velocity formula-
tions. Also exhibited are the ratios found in the reaction-
matrix MBPT and Hartree-Fock calculations of Brown
et al. using both their relaxed and unrelaxed basis sets,
the length ratios from the independent-channel RPAE re-
sults of Starace and Armstrong, and the experimental ra-
tios. The MCHF K-matrix ratios in Table VI include con-
tributions from the cross sections to all permitted channels
arising from a 3p~ed dipole transition and the 3p~ES
cross sections obtained from the coupled-channel calcula-
tion of the 3p 'S,es; S channel. The remaining theoreti-
cal ratios in Table VI contain contributions from all al-
lowed 3p~es transitions calculated in the single-channel
approximation. In obtaining our channel-interaction ra-
tios, we used the cross sections for the 3p 'D, ed; S chan-
nel which were determined by coupling the 3p 'D, ed; S,
3& 3p5.3P &p.2S 3& 3ps. 1P &p.2S and 3& 3p6.2S
Analogously, the coupled-channel cross sections employed
for the 3p 'S,es,' S channel were those found by coupling
the 3p 'D, ed; S, 3p 'S,es; S, 3s3p; P,ep; S, and
3s 3p; S channels.

Comparison of the various numbers given in Table VI

TABLE VI. Ratios of the chlorine photoabsorption length (velocity) partial cross sections relative to
those for the ionic multiplet Cl+ 3p" P (multiplied by 1.5) at the photon energy 0.7791 a.u.

Method

Brown et al. ' (relaxed)
Brown et al. ' (unrelaxed)
Hartree-Fock' (relaxed)
Hartree-Fock' (unrelaxed)
Starace and Armstrong
MCHF'
Experimentd

3p

1.500( 1.500)
1.500( 1.500)
1.500( 1.500)
1.500( 1.500)
1.500
1.500( 1.500)
1.5

1D

0.743(0.790)
0.685(0.718)
0.702(0.834)
0.453(0.585 )

0.57
0.779(0.828)
0.81

's

0.128(0.144)
0.106(0.124)
0.176(0.195 )

0.109(0.132)
0.18
0.194(0.185 )

0.16

'Channel-interaction calculation of Brown et al. , Ref. 5.
Open-shell RPAE calculation of Starace and Armstrong, Ref. 2.

'Uses the four-channel X-matrix cross sections for the 3p 'D,ed; S and 3p 'S, es; S channels.
Experiment of Kimura et al. , Ref. 21.
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FIG. 5. Comparison of the channel-interaction total photoab-
sorption cross sections for 3p ~ed transitions with other theoret-
ical calculations. + + + +, close-coupling calculation of
Conneely (Ref. 1); —,R-matrix calculation of Lamoureux and
Combet Farnoux (Ref. 4); —.—,MBPT calculation of Brown
et al. (Ref. 5);. . . , open-shell RPAE (Ref. 3); X & & X, open-
shell RPAE (independent-channel) calculation (Ref. 2); ———,
MCHF K-matrix velocity; —"—",MCHF K-matrix length.

shows that no theoretical calculation exactly reproduces
the experimental results. The present results and the re-
laxed results of Brown et al. are both, however, in reason-
able agreement with experiment.

V. TOTAL CROSS SECTIONS

In order to determine the total photoabsorption cross
sections of chlorine, we have summed the channel-
interaction partial photoionization cross sections as a
function of photon energy for the six ed channels. There
has been no inclusion of either the es- or ep-channel con-
tributions to the total cross sections since, with the excep-
tion of the S final state, we were unable to incorporate the
effects of interchannel coupling on those particular transi-
tion probabilities.

Figure 5 illustrates the MCHF X-matrix total cross-
section curves as well as the results of several other inves-
tigations for photon energies above the 'S ionization
threshold. Several comments concerning these total pho-
toabsorption cross-section spectra should be made. (i) The
cross sections of Brown et al. are those obtained with
their unrelaxed orbital basis set. (ii) With the exception of
the present result, all profiles show only the length form
of the transition probabilities. (iii) All cross-section
curves, other than the open-shell independent-channel
RPAE evaluation of Starace and Armstrong, utilize some
kind of interchannel-coupling procedure. (iv) Except for
the MBPT calculation of Brown et al. , all total cross-
section profiles account only for ionization from the 3p
subshell. The spectrum of Brown et al. also includes par-
tial cross sections to channels reached by 3s~ep dipole
transitions; however, the Wigner cusps at the thresholds
for the two states Cl+ 3s3p;3P (0.903 90 a.u. ) and
Cl+ 3s3p P (1.0040 a.u. ) imply that only independent-
channel values were used for channels having a 3s 3p ion-
ic configuration. In addition, they also employed
independent-channel partial cross sections for channels

produced by 3p~es transitions in determining the total
cross sections.

In the vicinity of the 'S edge, both the length and velo-
city MCHF K-matrix cross sections are lower than those
of the other channel-interaction theories, due in part, at
least, to our neglect of the transition probabilities to the es
channels. Starting at a photon energy of about 0.95 a.u. ,
our correlated final-state velocity curve differs from the
profile of Brown et al. by no more than about 3% (less
than about 8% for the length curve). If we allow for the
single-channel partial cross sections for the S channels re-
sulting from a 3s~ep transition, as do Brown et al. , the
MCHF reaction-matrix total cross sections would be even
closer in agreement with the values of Brown et al.

In the neighborhood of the 'S edge, the close-coupling
calculation of Conneely' can barely be distinguished from
the MBPT curve of Brown et al. By a photon energy of
about 0.85 a.u. , the MBPT values fall below the R-matrix
curve which declines more slowly at high photon energies
(above 0.95 a.u.) than do all the other channel-interaction
profiles. The independent-channel open-shell RPAE cal-
culation shows similar behavior to our uncoupled HF
spectra (not shown): that being a very large amplitude at
the S edge, which decreases rapidly with increasing pho-
ton energy until 1.1 a.u. , at which point it joins most of
the coupled-channel curves. The RPAE evaluation of
Cherepkov and Chernysheva agrees with the other total
cross sections only in the vicinity of the 'S ionic threshold,
displaying considerable divergence from these curves for
photon energies larger than 0.75 a.u.

Most of the total cross-section spectra agree reasonably
well for photon energies greater than 1.1 a.u. , regardless of
whether they were obtained with an independent- or
coupled-channel method. The implication is that the ef-
fect of interchannel coupling is less significant in this re-
gion of photon energy than for lower energies. On the
other hand, the R-matrix profile reveals unusually large
cross sections at high photon energies (at least twice as
large as other theories at 1.3 a.u.), which would lead one to
the opposite conclusion: that interchannel coupling is still
strong even in this region of high photon energies.
Nevertheless, the preponderance of theoretical studies
tends to suggest that the R-matrix calculation predicts
cross sections which are too large at high photon energies.

Comparing the coupled-channel total cross sections of
this work with the single-channel RPAE result of Starace
and Armstrong and with our own single-channel HF re-
sults (not shown) enables us to comment on the charac-
teristic differences between the channel-interaction and
single-channel cross sections. It is evident from Fig. 5
that the use of some form of channel-interaction pro-
cedure in determining transition probabilities leads to
depressed cross sections values in the neighborhood of the
Cl+ 3p S threshold relative to those obtained in an
independent-channel calculation. As the photon energy
increases, most channel-interaction profiles (the exception
being the RPAE curve of Cherepkov and Chernysheva )
have a delayed maximum (or are relatively flat) above the
'S edge, followed by a more gradual decline of their
cross-section values than that experienced by the
independent-channel result which decreases very rapidly.
In other words, interchannel coupling serves to enhance
transition probabilities over their single-channel values for
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FIG. 6. Asymmetry parameters for the ionic multiplet
Cl+ 3p; P (including the 3p P,&d; D, 3p P,&d; P, and

3p P,es; P channels) using both the single- and coupled-channel

final states. L, single-channel length; V, single-channel velocity;

KL, K-matrix length; KV, K-matrix velocity.

photon energies somewhat above the 'S ionic threshold.
At large photon energies channel interaction is less impor-
tant with the independent- and coupled-channel curves ap-
proaching one another.

VI. DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS
{ASYMMETRY PARAMETERS)

The MCHF evaluations of asymmetry parameters for
the ionic multiplets arising from the 3p-subshell ionization
of neutral chlorine, in both the independent-channel and
channel-interaction {K-matrix) methods are shown in Figs.
6—8. For each of the three Cl+ 3p multiplets, the values
of p have been determined using both the length and velo-
city forms of the correlated final-state dipole matrix ele-
ments.

In calculating the asymmetry parameters, we recognized
the necessity of including the es channels which were not
included in the partial cross-section study. These channels
are important since the 3p~es transition can greatly af-
fect the P parameters in the neighborhood of the Cooper
minimum of a 3p~ed transition. An additional compli-
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FIG. 7. Asymmetry parameters for the ionic multiplet
Cl+ 3p D (including the 3p 'D,ed; D, 3p 'D,ed; P,
3p 'D, ed; S, and 3p 'D, es', D channels). L, single-channel
length; V, single-channel velocity; KL4, K matrix length (four-
channel K matrix for the 3p 'D, ed; S channel); KV4, K-matrix
velocity (four-channel K matrix for the 3p 'D, ed; S channel).
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FIG. 8. Asymmetry parameters for the ionic multiplet

Cl+3p S (including the 3p 'S,ed; D and 3p 'S,es; S chan-

nels). L, single-channel length; V, single-channel velocity; KL4,
K-matrix length (four-channel K matrix for the 3p 'S,es; S
channel); KV4, K-matrix velocity (four-channel K matrix for the

3p 'S,es; S channel).

cating factor in the present case is that except for the 'S
term, each ionic multiplet belongs to more than one chan-
nel arising through a 3@~ed transition. Consequently,
there is more than one Cooper minimum (in the single-
channel approximation) for 3p ~ed transitions, each
occurring at slightly different energies. The dipole matrix
elements for the 3p~es transition channel are still impor-
tant in this extended region of Cooper minima, but in a
much less significant fashion than in cases where there is
only one ed channel, such as the rare gases.

Since, as explained above, we were unable to evaluate
coupled-channel 3p —+as cross sections in the general case,
one must ask if the use of the independent-channel transi-
tion matrix elements for the es channels in the determina-
tion of the channel-interaction p coefficients might lead to
considerable error. We believe that it does not. It is true
that the ed channels will affect the transition amplitudes
and cross sections for the es channels in the vicinity of
threshold. However, in this region of photon energy, the
asymmetry parameters are relatively insensitive to the con-
tributions of the es channels, owing to the dominant tran-
sition probabilities for the ed channels. In the region of
the "Cooper minima, " preliminary calculations indicate
that the channel-interaction values of the dipole ampli-
tudes for the es channels are quite similar to those ob-
tained in the absence of channel coupling. This is due, of
course, to the small size of the ed-channel cross sections in
this photon-energy region. Thus, while it is not complete-
ly valid, one is probably justified in employing the single-
channel evaluation of the transition amplitudes for the es
channels in the calculation of the P coefficients.

The length and velocity forms of the independent-
channel and coupled-channel asymmetry parameters for
the P ionic term are illustrated in Fig. 6. This calculation
includes contributions from the three channels:
3p P,ed; D, 3p P,ed; P, and 3p P,es; P. Hartree-Fock
values of the dipole matrix elements were used for the
3p P,es; P channel in computing the channel-interaction
parameters, while the couplings described in Secs. IV and
V were employed in obtaining the cross sections for the
other channels.

Figure 7 shows the independent-channel and channel-
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interaction parameters for the ionic state Cl+ 3p D. In
this calculation we included the 3p 'D, ed; D,
3p 'D, ed; P, 3p 'D, ed; S, and 3p 'D, es;2D channels, us-
ing the single-channel values of the dipole transition am-
plitudes for the 3p 'D, es; D channel. The 3p 'D, ed; D
and 3p 'D, ed; P channels had their coupled-channel K-
matrix dipole matrix elements determined in the usual sets
of three interacting D channels and two interacting P
channels, while the transition amplitudes for the
3p 'D, ed; S channel were determined by coupling the
3p 'D, ed; S, 3s 3p; P, ep; S, 3s 3p P, ep; S, and 3s 3p; S
channels; that is, the four-channel balanced coupling
scheme.

The independent- and coupled-channel asymmetry
parameters for the Cl+ 3p S multiplet are illustrated in
Fig. 8. In this case the P coefficients were evaluated using
the 3p 'S,ed; D and 3p 'S,es; S channels. The channels
utilized in determining the channel-interaction dipole ma-
trix elements and transition probabilities for the S chan-
nel were the 3p 'Dy6d j Sy 3p Sp&sj Sy 3$3p j PyEp; Sy
and 3s 3p; S channels; the transition amplitudes and pho-
toabsorption cross sections for the D channel were found
using the three-channel interaction described above in Sec.
IV. In this case no correlation was included in the final-
state ion. However, the curves obtained for the P and 'D
ionic terms indicate that the primary effect of adding elec-
tron correlation into the residual ion, would be to decrease
the height of the maxima of the P profiles and to shift
them slightly toward lower energies. '

Comparison of the HF length (L) and velocity (V) P
curves with the corresponding K-matrix channel-
interaction profiles in each of the figures clearly exhibits
the influence of interchannel interaction. Relative to the
single-channel P profiles, coupled-channel P parameters
are reduced as the ionic threshold opens, rise more slowly
toward lower maxima, decrease from their maxima at
about the same rate as the corresponding HF P curves,
and pass through zero at a higher photoelectron energy.

At the present time there are no experimental asym-
metry parameter measurements available, nor are there
any published channel-interaction values, with which to
compare the MCHF K-matrix results. The existing
theoretical values have been produced by the single-
channel open-shell RPAE calculation of Starace and
Armstrong, which includes intrachannel interaction but
no interchannel-coupling effects, and the recent HF calcu-
lation of Manson et al.

Our unrelaxed basis evaluations of the uncorrelated HF
length spectra (not shown) are in excellent agreement with
the frozen-core HF values of Starace and Armstrong for
all three Cl+ 3p multiplets, never differing by more than
2%. Moreover, our single-channel P curves do not
disagree significantly with their open-shell independent-
channel RPAE result, showing divergences of no more
than a few percent throughout the photoelectron energy
range, for all three residual ion states. More recently,
Manson et al. have performed a relaxed orbital basis cal-
culation of the length form of the independent-channel P
parameters using a single-configuration description of
both the initial and final states. Despite our use of an un-
relaxed orbital basis, our uncorrelated HF-length P coeffi-
cients compare reasonably well with those of Manson
et al. , differing by no more than about 5%.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have evaluated the partial and total cross sections as
well as the asymmetry parameters for photoionization of
the 3p subshell of neutral chlorine. Electron correlations
were considered in both the ground- and final-state chan-
nels. Ground-state correlation was included by utilizing
the MCHF, while intrachannel final-state electron correla-
tions were introduced through the use of a
MC V '(ySL ) potential. Final-state interchannel corre-
lation effects were investigated by employing E-matrix
techniques.

Although all types of electron correlation studied had
significant influence on the transition probabilities of the
individual final-state channels, the most important contri-
butions were produced by interchannel coupling, particu-
larly for the D and P channels in the vicinity of their
ionization thresholds. The K-matrix cross-section curves
in these cases were considerably lower than the
independent-channel profiles at threshold and had distinct
delayed maxima. This contrasted sharply with the single-
channel HF curves, which were at their maxima, or nearly
so, at threshold. The main effect produced by the other
kinds of correlation was to shift the peak of the K-matrix
cross sections towards lower photon energies.

One possibly quite significant result obtained in our
study was the large mixing weight of single-electron exci-
tations in the multiconfiguration ground and multiconfig-
uration residual-ion states. As indicated in Tables I—IV,
states involving a single 3s~3d excitation are the dorn-
inant correlation admixtures in the initial state and in the
P and 'D ionic states. If we consider the effect on the

cross sections of the single-electron admixture in the
ground state, we find that in each of the D and P chan-
nels the transition amplitudes for the larger single-
excitation configuration are nearly the same in magnitude
as those for all the double-excitation configurations com-
bined. Unfortunately, because of the complicated manner
in which these transition amplitudes enter into the calcula-
tion of the coupled-channel cross sections, we were unable
to determine the importance of the single-electron excita-
tions to the actual final channel-interaction result. These
one-electron excitation configurations, though, can have
substantial influence on the individual channel transition
amplitudes. It should be noted that these single-excited
configurations are not included in calculations employing
the RPAE method (such as Refs. 2 and 3). Consequently,
if these single-electron excitations are important, open-
shell versions of the RPAE may have limited applicabili-
ty.

The total MCHF coupled-channel length and velocity
3p~ed cross-section curves are shown in Fig. 5, along
with the profiles determined in several other theoretical
studies. In the vicinity of the Cl+ 3p S threshold, a11 of
the channel-interaction results are relatively close. From
about 0.8 to 1.1 a.u. photon energy, the cross-section spec-
tra break into three groups, with the R-matrix and close-
coupling' curves forming the highest group, the MCHF
and MBPT profiles forming the middle group, and the
two open-shell RPAE ' cross-section curves forming the
lowest group. There is, therefore, a clustering of total
cross sections for calculations employing similar tech-
niques. At photon energies greater than about 1.2 a.u. , the
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R-matrix curve is substantially higher than that found
with any other method (the close-coupling values are given
only out to about 1 a.u.). Experimental results in the
photon-energy regions 0.8 to 1.1 a.u. or greater than 1.2
a.u. would be quite useful in distinguishing which, if any,
of these cross-section curves is valid.

In Sec. IV we discnssed the channel-interaction asym-
metry parameters for photoionization of the 3p subshell of
Cl. We found that the disagreement between length and
velocity forms of our "best" calculation for P is re1atively
large, reflecting the well-known fact that the calculation
of this quantity is particularly sensitive to the quality of
the wave functions used. One reason for this discrepancy
may be the way in which 3p~es channds were included
in the calculation. That is, in regions in which P is rapid-

ly varying, the cross sections due to 3p —+as transitions are
relatively large compared to those produced by 3p~ed
transitions. Unfortunately, we were able to obtain only
independent-channel dipole amplitudes for most of these
3p~es transitions, and were thus forced to use values for
these dipole matrix elements which are quite possibly not
as accurate as those used to describe the 3p~ed transi-
tions.
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